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ABSTRACT

This study is to present an intelligent collaborative service system (CSS) design (iDesign)

including the CSS classification, an analysis-design modeling method, and an experience 

quality evaluation model for systematic service innovation. State-of-the-art information 

technology can be used to develop the CSS according to three comprehensive procedures, 

enabling semi-automated value co-production and systematic service innovation that can 

meet the goals of service productivity and customer satisfaction for service providers and 

customers. In view of the preceding research purpose, the three major research questions 

are addressed in this study: What kind of collaborative service systems can be classified 

and identified based upon the prerequisites of value co-production? How the collaborative 

service systems can be modeling and automating its cognitive process and knowledge 

representations using an analysis-design method (i.e. intelligent service machine)? How an 

evaluation model can measure the experience quality of the service providers and the 

customers, and embed the model into the CSS in order to perform service quality 

management? Meanwhile, the evidences to effects of iDesign-based CSS applications that 

implemented by the three practical service systems of artwork design, for example, a 

transactional marketplace service system for mediating music content creation 

(DesignStorming), a collaborative alignment service system for assisting mobile phone 

design service (iMobileDesign), and a collaborative personalization service system for 

facilitating interior design service (iInteriorDesign).

According to the research process of design science, this study adopts a single case 

study to refine the proposed artifact (i.e., iDesign). iInteriorDesign is one of iDesign-based 

CSS applications, which is analyzed and developed by simple service machine (SSM) and 

intelligent service machine (ISM) and with the embedded evaluation of E-QUAL based 

upon one category of classification framework of iDesign. This qualitative study draws the 

deductive consequence and further proposed a deductive model of theory a (Symbiotic 

Collaborative Service Model) built by means of the resource dependence theory (RDT) 

testing. iInteriorDesign envisions an entirely new interior design service experience 

enabling collaborative interior design provision; architects or interior designers can use the 
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system to effectively communicate with customers based upon symbiotic interdependence 

relationship behavior to better identify their needs and wants and even attain new 

inspirations of concept styles from the interactions. The results of case study have 

conducted the deductive important behavior of symbiotic interdependence relationship 

within the CSS applications. The results of qualitative research also can further generalize 

the identical behavior to the adaptability and evolution of value co-production and mutual 

adaptability within iDesign.   
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